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Submitted by Jesse Cancelmo 

Jesse was doing some Spring cleaning and came across 
this blast from the past.  This photo was taken at the 
1996 Cozumel shootout.  As Jesse stated, “Sixteen yrs 
later most (maybe all) in pic are still members!  Take a 
turn and see how many of the member you can name. 
Check out the camera gear and how things have changed. 

You should be asking yourself - what is behind my 
subject? What kind of background would look best? 

Is the background distracting, do I want the  

background blurred out? Think before your shoot! 
 

Underwaterphotgrapherguide.com 

Our next meeting will be at the Bayland Community Center on March 5th at 7:00 p.m. where we will be discussing composition and 
how this effects our underwater photos, our presenter will be Dennis Deavenport. As a preview to our meeting Dennis provided the  
following article on what to expect: 
 
Most of us have heard a statement something like this:  “I don't know anything about art, but I know what I like.”  In fact, most 
artists start out in life like that but over their career, will either learn about compositional techniques by studying or they will find 
out about it the hard way by seeing that some of their work sells and some doesn’t.  The point to take from this is that it’s quite 
possible to like something without really understanding why it appeals to you.  The clues aren’t always fully apparent.  However, 
there are usually really great reasons why one image or picture works and another that is very similar just doesn’t.  If we have a 
basic understanding of the principles of composition, color, and drama, we stand a much better chance of capturing images that 
have lasting impact. 
 
In my presentation, I will try to explore how the masters created their masterworks to grab and hold your attention.  Certain  
techniques that we can all grasp and utilize will be defined, discussed, and demonstrated through famous artist’s artwork and by 
examples of UW photos by HUPS members that exhibit the same compositional qualities.  Of course, I’ll also try to show some 
negative examples and try to explain just why particular images just don’t work.  I might even throw in some interesting examples 
of fine art that quite frankly, goes against the established rules but still works.  Rules are rules but sometimes you need to break 
them.  All is fair in love and art (well, sometimes). 
 
The presentation will start all the way back in prehistory and move forward to contemporary times.  Hopefully, the examples and 
the dissection that follows will reveal why our “gut feelings” are usually based on solid compositional fundamentals.  I’m hoping 
that the floor will be open and we can have a lively back-and-forth discussion on what is being presented. 
 

If all goes well and my computer behaves long enough, I’ll try to put together a short slide show to some fun music using examples 
of my work and that of others in HUPS that I like and demonstrate solid compositional qualities. 
 
Dennis will also be presenting a workshop on the same topic on the 10th at Bayland Community Center from 12:00p.m. to 3:00 
p.m. Details can be found on page 6. 

John Petty—Intermediate 

Tom Collier– Advanced 

http://www.hups.org/
http://www.hups.org/
http://www.uwphotographyguide.com/
http://www.pct3.hctx.net/cc_bayland/default.aspx
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This past year we have had two different week long adventure travel vacations that we shared with 3 other couples each time. 

 

Every day we would all be engaged in one adventure or another, most of us taking happy 

“snappies” as the day went on.  At the end of the day, Debbie would always volunteer to 

download everyone's shots and we would all gather around the computer screen and relive the 

moments. 

 

What I realized while viewing this vacation adventure through someone else's eyes, is that not 

every shot has to win an award. 

 

Some of those shots should be taken just for the memories, instead of the picture.  Just for the 

fun of it. 

 

Save a few gigs on your card for those kinds of shots on your next dive trip, then come back 

and share them with us. 

 

Take a look at the shot I shot and see if you know what I mean. 

 

Meet you back on the boat.  

Scuba Jim 

by Jim Mensay 

Jim Mensay _ Intermediate 

Article & photos by Dennis Deavenport and Alicia Grimes 

On Saturday the 25th of February 2012, several HUPSTERS made their way down I-45 to Galveston for the annual hanging party 

of the new photographs at the Moody Gardens Aquarium.  The exhibit will be in residence for the next year and features two 

walls of images.  The first is the feature wall which this year is “Turtles” the second one is a “general wall” with a large variety of 

the world under the sea.  Dennis wanted to thank all of those who contributed photos as well as assisted in the selection, framing 

and display.  During the next year, be sure and take some time to check out the new exhibit.  

Photo by Dennis Deavenport 

Photo by Alicia Grimes 

Bess Bright—Novice 

Photo by Jim Mensay 

http://www.hups.org/
http://www.moodygardens.com/attractions/aquarium_pyramid/
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Well it is that time again to keep our club in the financial black by paying our annual dues.  This year’s dues like in years past will 
be $35.00 for individuals and $45.00 for your entire family. This is quite a deal when that includes 12 monthly presentations as well 
as specialized workshops, website forum and a monthly newsletter. We again have three ways to renew your membership: 
 
· Pay at the next few HUPS meetings in person with cash or check. 
 
· You can also renew online using this link on the hups.org  website to pay with Paypal. 
 
· Or print and fill out the membership renewal form from the HUPS website at: 

 http://hups.org/Members%20and%20Officers/Membership%20Application.html and mail your completed form and check to: 
HUPS P.O. Box 270056 Houston, TX 77277 

 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at alicia@theworldinaflash.com 

by Alicia Grimes 

For those of you who were at the last meeting, one of our pioneer members John Anderson, mentioned the wonderful photography 
of his daughter and son in law’s and their world travels.  Here is the link to check out their travels .http://abadschieff.com/  

By Jim Creighton 

With the upcoming workshop and lecture on composition I thought it might be nice to revisit an archive article about why we strive 
so hard to achieve those once-in-a-lifetime shots.  

Photographic Objectives 
A good question to ask yourself before you embark on your next underwater photo expedition is: 
 
“Just what, exactly, am I doing? Well, you’re taking underwater pictures, of course, but why and for what purpose?  What kind of 
pictures do you want to take?  There are many different answers to these questions and each answer dictates a different goal for 
your photography. 
 
Most of us usually just go to “take pictures” which mainly means to snap whatever swims in front of the camera, nothing wrong 
with that.  But if you want your U/W photography to go somewhere or do something, you have to give some thought to where you 
are going. 
 
Let me give you some examples of different goals for U/W photography and how they might affect what you shoot. 
 
Winning contests- Contests usually favor the exotic and the unusual.  To win contests you should concentrate on rare or exotic 
subjects and should strive to photograph them in a new way, using lighting, lenses, and most of all creativity as you tools.  Avoid 
copying clichés. 
 
Getting published in Skin Diver or Ocean Realm – The dive magazines by and large publish the same types of pictures over 
and over.  One common example is the wide angle shot with a sponge in the foreground and a diver silhouetted in the background.  
This is often joined on the page by a token macro shot and a picture of the boat.  For magazines, your pictures, all together, should 
illustrate a complete story whether it be diving at the Coconut Grove resort or the maturing process of the green sea turtle.  

 
Recording the trip to give a slide show to friends – Here you’ll want lots of pictures of the particular people you went with, 
thing you did, the sights you saw etc.  But here you also need to think about telling a story. 
 
These three examples will hopefully help you to see how differently you photograph depending on what, exactly, you want to do.  If 
you, like me, usually don’t ever think about this question you may end up with a nice hodgepodge of shots that serve no purpose.  

http://www.hups.org/
http://www.hups.org/Members%20and%20Officers/Membership%20Application%20On%20Line.html
mailto:alicia@theworldinaflash.com
http://abadschieff.com/
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by Dr .Brian Tulloch Part 2 of a 3 part series 

For the modern tourist, the naming of South India is a little confusing until one realizes that the Madras of one’s high school geog-
raphy has mutated from its official label from the British Raj to Chennai, term for an original Tamil settlement 
in that area. Chennai is now a large industrial city facing the languid waters of the Bay of Bengal, protected 
at its waterfront by the massive stone walls and moat of 17th Century Fort St George. Nearby are the seeth-
ing masses of the City Market, while the broad sandy beach is shared in part by tanning bathers and in part 
by salty fisherfolk, who eke a bare living netting their catch from the Bay’s waters. Overlooking both is a 
smart 19th century rebuild of the city’s memorial to its patron, Saint Thomas,  that same Doubting Disciple of 
the New Testament, who disbelieved the Resurrection until invited to put his finger into the spear wound in 
Christ’s side. By Vatican tradition, Thomas followed the Roman trading routes to India and, for 20 years, 
preached the gospel of Christian conversion to the local tribes before being martyred on a local hill. Conven-
iently, the saint’s bones are interred below the crypt, making it one of only 3 sites of basilicas built over the 
remains of a saint (the others are the bones of St Peter in Rome and St James in Santiago-de-Compostela, Spain.) 
While Europe was sunk deep in the Dark Ages, there was a flowering of great civilisations in South India, relics of which avail the 
visiting traveler of a range of fine Hindu temples left by such kingdoms as the Mauryas (322-185 BC), the Guptas (320-500AD), the 
Pallavas  and the Cholas (500-1050AD). At their peak, Chola Empires expanded to reach Ceylon, Bali and the Spice Islands of pre-
sent-day Indonesia.  
    The OAT itinerary visits sites in as near serial sequence as feasible. At Mahabalipuram, 6th century Hindu worshippers experi-

mented by replacing their wooden temples with carved in-situ monolithic pink granite to form the first stone tem-
ple models. Here, the summit of a granite hill was fashioned with representations of the Hindu Gods Shiva & 
Vishnu. Nearby, the Beach Temple elaborated the theme with finer carving, while a great slab of Granite held the 
World’s largest stone bas-relief recording the descent of the river goddess Ganga to form the mighty River 
Ganges.  Near life-sized elephants, forest creatures and a penitent yogi form some of the best carvings in India.   
Next day, a pleasant if bumpy drive thru farmland rich with freshly-planted rice had us visit the Temple City of 

Kanchipuram. Here a large 9-11th century Chola temple extends over several acres and is dwarfed by a massive 
110 ft high ornamental gate still red with paint residual from its erection in the 15th century. Shoe-less, we were 
the sole tourists to join a moving sea of devoted pilgrims, males stripped to waist-length dark red dhotis, their 
carved black necklaces contrasting with the bright magenta saris of their wives. In groups, they padded silently 
clockwise around Shiva’s shrine made smoky by ritual candles. For a small offering, friendly saffron-clothed priests 

extended their blessing. Along a 300 ft pillared cloister, wooden statues of brightly painted ritual monsters glowered down, doubt-
less awaiting their use for a feast-day ritual procession. For a Westerner, it was an impressive insight into the workings of another 
ancient religion. 
    Further down the coast, the bus rumbled into Pondicherry, a past center of French India, its smartly finished sidewalks contrast-
ing with the cheerful jumble of peasant carts, goats, hovels and small shops,  that constitute rural India. A Tricolor flutters over the 
French Embassy, wizened Legionnaire pensioners happily toss the large iron balls that constitute a game of petanque, doubtless 
finding their French pensions buying greater returns here than in mainland France. To absorb the ambience of ex-colonial France, 
the party spent the afternoon on a rickshaw ride thru manicured streets, sidewalk scenes featuring an amusing blend of colonial 
France and chic India. A sidewalk temple featured a friendly elephant, whose outstretched trunk would accept an offering of cash or 
food, deftly hand it to a nearby priest, then gently extend its trunk over to tap the offeror’s head for an elephantine Hindu blessing. 
    During the long drive thru tiny villages among richly planted rice paddies of the nation’s rice bowl, the contrast to North India 
was most marked. Here, the rich delta soils contrasted most with Rajusthan’s dry dusty hills, well-fed cows and water buffalo stood 
waist deep in green pasture, few peasants looked underfed and beggars were rarely to be seen.      At Tanjore, one passed over a 
river to the magnificent waterside temple complex of Brihadisava, its 150ft temple tower dwarfing an equally impressive gateway 
tower, the whole structure built in only 7 years by the Chola king Raja Raja, (king of kings) at the height of the dynasty’s power. 
The thousands of tons of pink granite were quarried and transported 75-80 miles before being worked into finely finished friezes of 
the tales of Shiva and Lord Vishnu. Deservedly, the area is a UNESCO World heritage site.  
     A few hours’ drive further south, one enters the ancient temple town of Madurai, its history stretching back to the Pandya king-
doms of 550 AD. Built and rebuilt, the city is laid out in a lotus-leaf plan around the richly painted temple of Meenakshi-
Sundareswar, a popular site thronged with pilgrims streaming past colorful stalls offering a variety of foods for donation  to the God 
Shiva, whose shrine was off limits to Non-Hindus. Nearby is the city pride, the fine 1636 Indo-Saracen Italian palace of Turumalai 
Naicker, its huge portico comprising 248 pillars, each 58 ft tall surrounded by smaller palace rooms featuring Hindu & Royal memo-
rabilia. West of Madurai lies the steep escarpment of the eastern Ghats, rising 3000 Feet above the Cauvery River delta. A major 
inter-state quarrel over the waters of a nearby dam had led to the closure of a direct road to Periyar, India’s largest Wildlife Park, 
so our bus was relegated to a minor mountain route, groaning slowly up its 18 hairpin bends over a track barely wide enough for 
two donkeys. At last, the uplifted boom of the interstate border appeared over a steep slope, no gruff official barred our passage 
and we were soon resting in the delightful Hill Station hamlet of Kumily. Monkeys peered curiously into bedroom windows, over-
head was the screech of colorful parakeets and the cheerful chatter of Indian Mynah birds. At the Periyar Park gate, visitors were 
each issued knee-length khaki stockingets as protection against leeches, before crossing the lake on a bamboo raft to embark on 
an afternoon game-watching hike. High in the treetops, long-tailed Languir monkeys sat lazily chewing on flower buds, while a 
Malabar giant squirrel scampered up a long tree limb before leaping 12 feet to the next tree. Below, in mud beside the Lake’s edge, 
were the fresh tracks of India’s Spotted deer, the regal Sambar, twin to the elk, the huge bison-like Guar and an occasional Wild 
Forest Hog. Overhead, a Brahminy kite whistled as it glided serenely over calm waters of the Lake.  The route to Cochin wound 
down milder slopes of the Western Ghats, passing the terraced green slopes of multiple tea plantations, many dotted with colorful 
saris of teapickers, for whom a day’s peace-work is 32 kilos of fresh tealeaves, cut with a set of shielded shears, that collects the 
freshly sprouted shoots for bulk weighing. Tea leaves are then dried for green tea or fermented to make the familiar black tea. Be-
low 1500 ft, the tea plantations gave way to lines of tall rubber trees, trunks with diagonal sap-bleeding incisions, each flowing 
down to a collection can. Raw natural rubber is then precipitated with dilute formic acid, before drying in mats for sale to the tire 
and latex industries.  

http://www.hups.org/
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As the road reaches down towards sea level, extensive freshwater lagoons appear, populated with a selection of finely crafted river 
barges, each floating under a woven awning of spun coconut matting, that has tightened to provide a robust waterproof roofing 
material. Many are equipped as floating rest houses, and one provided our travelers with lunch of tasty South Indian spiced dishes, 
as it cruised backwaters among flocks of domesticated mallard ducks and stoop-backed rice paddy workers. 
     Not far beyond the lagoon area, habitation gradually densened towards the picturesque Arabian Sea port of Kochin. For centu-
ries, its various islands formed a trading site with Arabian dhows, that rode Monsoon winds over from the Red Sea and the African 
ports of Limu, Zanzibar and Sofala. 
    Along the water’s edge, tidal currents gave sufficient water movement to support a population of fishermen using traditional Chi-
nese framed nets, each dipped into the passing stream to be periodically lifted, using large stone counterweights. At the Waterside 
market, their catch was added to those from dugouts line fishing farther out and, layered amongst the ice, one identified local va-
rieties of tuna, king mackerel, snook, snapper, crevelle and cobia. 
      A walking tour of Kochin is a step back into the colorful past of this multi-ethnic port city. Trade with the Middle East dates to 
the Roman era, then came the Arab dhows, leaving behind worshippers of Moslem, Syrian Orthodox and Sephardic faiths, followed 
in the 16th century by the arrival of Portuguese Catholics, whose gleaming white cathedral reflects their long presence. Nearby tow-
ers a Maharajah’s Palace rebuilt in his honor by the Dutch, standing well preserved with lovely frescos of the Hindu classical reli-
gious scenes. Beside the Palace walls is a freshly-painted 8th century Synagogue, hidden in a protected corner of tiny shopkeepers’ 
houses, ceremoniously labeled Jewtown. Most of that faith have since moved on, but the area remains a hub of trade in fine re-

gional antiques. 
       A brief regional plane flight landed us in Bangalore. Situated on the Deccan Plateau with rich agricul-
ture and a comfortable climate, this area is now the centre of a thriving International Computer Industry. 
Nearby, in Mysore, stands the exquisite palace of one of India’s richest Raj dynasties. Originally built in the 
18th century, after a weak Hindu ruler was displaced by Hyder Ali, his Muslim General, the palace was ex-
tended by his son Tipu Sultan. The ferocious “Tiger of Mysore” resisted 2 attempts at displacement by the 

British. A 3rd campaign, led by the Anglo-Irish soldier Wellesley, after a fierce siege finally succeeded in 
breaching the city walls and the ruling Hindu Wodeya family was reinstated. Wellesley’s superb military tal-
ents were later to be extended against the French in the Iberian Peninsular Campaign, and later, with only 

26% of the troops being British, Wellesley, (now the Duke of Wellington), was to command the final Allied victory over Napoleon at 
the Battle of Waterloo. 
      One of the World’s richest men, Mysore’s Maharajah rebuilt his palace as an exquisite 3-story struc-
ture in Indo-Saracen style, finished with finely worked Corinthian columns, intricately carved doors, 
Italian marble, Murano glass and Baccarat crystal. The beautiful late 19th century structure houses his 
jewel-encrusted golden throne, extensive imported furniture and a gold covered howdah for ceremonial 
elephant rides.  
      The essence of a good holiday is one’s joy at returning home, in this case traveling by an airline 
ride circumventing nearly half the earth. South India is an experience that is rough, spicy, warm, 
friendly, colorful and, for the hardy traveler, never to be missed. At times one’s personal space is 
shamelessly invaded, but for the wary traveler there is little sense of menace, threat or incipient crime. 
Everywhere an appreciative voyager is met with friendliness or at most a curious stare as in many of 
these magnificent temple sites Western travelers remain a rare phenomenon. 

Lance Glowacki—Novice 

Mike Greuter– Intermediate Ken Bean—Advanced 

Jan Baughman—Novice 

http://www.hups.org/
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by Greg Grimes 

Dennis will start as our March 5th meeting presentation (see page 1) on the subject of 
underwater composition. This presentation will go into some detail on this subjective 
and personal subject. Then on the following Saturday (March 10, 2012 from 12:00 
noon - 3:00) he will lead a workshop held at the Bayland Community Center detail-
ing this broad subjective topic in more detail. So plan on being at the general HUPS 
meeting on March 5th for the first part and then a follow up in depth workshop on 
March 10th where you will walk away understanding underwater composition princi-
ples better than ever before. 
 
Here is what you can expect (but not limited to) from this workshop: 
 
Is it just learning how to “see” like the masters? Or is it more personal? 

 
In this workshop, we’ll see many examples of different types of composition… not just the old war-horses, “the rule of thirds”, 
“diagonals”, etc, but some of the more interesting types of compositional tools that can work to make what we photograph under-
water compelling, wonderful, and impossible to forget. 
 
After we go over the examples and talk about them, we will get everyone involved by showing examples and having an open forum 
discussion on what we like, what we don’t like, and why. I’ll invite anyone that attends to bring 2-3 images on a thumb drive for 
the group to view and discuss. Finally, we’ll judge a set of pictures, average the results and compare our scores with what the 
group likes. 
 
This workshop will be all about how you perceive the world and why we like certain images and don’t like others. Come and be 

heard. Learn about yourself and maybe, just maybe, become more perceptive of the beauty that surrounds us. 
 
We will have a sign-up sheet available at the March meetings. You can also sign up on the forum  or send me a  
message at greg@theworldinaflash.com 

Back by popular demand the annual trip to the beautiful Enchanted Gardens  owned by one of our members (David Lenderman) 
family to work on our macro photography.  This annual trip will allow us enjoy the grounds as well as get an opportunity to photog-
raphy the beautiful flora and fauna that will be in full bloom.  Plan to bring your best macro lens, tripod and your willingness to find 
those little creatures that we are always on the hunt for.  More details to follow. Following the photo adventure there will be a pot 
luck brunch at the Lenderman’s home. Please bring your favorite dish to share. 
 

Date: SUNDAY April 1st from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.  Sign up will soon be available on the forum as well as the 

next few Hups meetings. 
 
The nursery is located at 6420 FM 359 in Richmond, TX. (between FM 359 and FM 723)  Their website has a map should you need 
navigational assistance. 

http://www.hups.org/
http://www.hups.org/forum/index.php?topic=911.0
mailto:%20greg@theworldinaflash.com
http://www.myenchanted.com/
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Month Date Presenter Show Title & Synopsis Contest Topic 

January 9th Terry Moore 
Terry Moore presents  Afghanistan to Bon-

aire 
Turtles 

February 6th Jesse Cancelmo 
Capturing & Publishing Cave Images of 

Texas: (Goodenough Springs) 
Angelfish &  

Butterfly Fish 

March 5th Dennis Deavenport Underwater Composition 

Two or More of a 

Kind (but less than 

a dozen) 

April 2nd Dr. Brian Tulloch Safari Serengeti—Tented camp safari Nudibranchs & Worms 

May 7th Mike Greuter 
How HUPS has Improved My Compo-

sition 
Real Small Macro  

June 4th Kandace & Jim Heimer Lembeh Resort & Buyat Bay  Wide Angle 

July 9th Frank & Joyce Burek TBA   Fish Portraits 

August 6th HUPS Members  UnderWater Video Night  Leading Lines   

Septem-
ber 

10th HUPS Members  All In Night  
Gobies, Blennies, Jaw-

fish, Triplefins 

October 1st HUPS Members Philippines Trip Recap Cute/Funny  

Novem-
ber 

5th TBA TBA 
Divers &  

Snorkelers 

December 3rd HUPS Members HUPS Christmas Party 
Best of HUPS & Crea-

tive 

http://www.hups.org/
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2011 HUPS Officers 

 
President:  

Jim Mensay 
Vice President:  

Greg Grimes 
Secretary:  

Tammy Allyn 

Treasurer:  
Tom Collier 

Membership/
Newsletter: 

Alicia Grimes 
Photo Contest:  

Dennis Deavenport 
TGCC Rep: 

Frank Burek /  
Debbie Mensay 

Web Master:  
James Heimer 

Workshops:  
Greg Grimes 

Trip Coordinator:  

Alicia Grimes 
Historian:  

Frank Burek 
Special Events:  

Jan Baughman 

 

Board of Directors 
Mary McDonald 
Jan Baughman 

Frank Burek 
Dennis Deavenport 

Henry Ragland 

Mike Greuter 
Ken Knezick 

Russell Ramsey 
Mike Fernandez 

Lance Glowacki 
Bess Bright 

http://www.facebook.com/home.php?%23!/
group.php?gid=174168478778 

http://www.hups.org/ 

http://www.youtube.com/user/HUPSdotORG 

HUPS 
P.O. Box 270056 

Houston, TX 77277-0056 

The Houston Underwater Photographic Society meets at 

the Bayland Community Center starting at 7:00 PM. 
(Social time begins at 6:45) 

 
(6400 Bissonnet, near the Hillcroft intersection) 

Visitors are always welcome. 

http://www.hups.org/
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/group.php?gid=174168478778
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?%23!/group.php?gid=174168478778
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?%23!/group.php?gid=174168478778
http://www.hups.org/
http://www.hups.org/
http://www.youtube.com/user/HUPSdotORG
http://www.youtube.com/user/HUPSdotORG
http://www.hups.org/Meetings/Directions.html

